
Vusion House Racer Indoor FPV 
Race Pack-RTF
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RISETM FPV Race Gate System
turns any room into a flight course!
Pages 4 -5

Axial® Yeti Jr.TM 1/18 Scale Rock Racer
and Score Trophy Truck
Pages 6-9

The Team Associated® RC10B64D Team Kit
is a perfect pick for high-traction action!
Pages 12-13

PLUS:

™
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Gayla 50” Nylon Luau Kite
Pages 16

Recreate a surface-to-air interceptor missile 
with the new Estes Nike-X
Page 2

Family Fun comes in all shapes and colors.
Pages 14 - 19

PLUS:

Click for Radio Control

Click for General Hobby
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EVERYTHING'S INCLUDED!

™

RISE0207 Vusion House Racer Indoor FPV Race Pack-RTF
RISE0208 Vusion House Racer Indoor FPV Race Pack-FPV Ready
Rotor Diameter: 125 mm (4.9 in)
FPV-Ready version requires: 5+ channel SLT radio, goggles or monitor
RTF requires: nothing!

 ❚ See your home in a whole new perspective!

 ❚ Three �ight modes – Two gyro-assisted Stability Modes 
for beginners and one Rate Mode for more advanced 
maneuvers – make it easy for anyone to enjoy indoor FPV

 ❚ Ready-to-Fly version comes with a Tactic FPV-RM2 
5.8GHz Monitor, FPV-G1 Goggles and a RISE J2000 
6-channel 2.4GHz radio system with Flip button and
monitor holder

 ❚ FPV-Ready version is compatible with virtually all FPV 
goggles and monitors on the market — just add the 
5-channel SLT radio and goggles or monitor of your choice

 ❚ Both versions include a 600TVL camera and 25mW 
40-channel 5.8GHz video transmitter

 ❚ Long-lasting 1S 3.7V 650mAh LiPo battery delivers 6-8 
minutes of �ight time

 ❚ USB charger, 4 “AA” batteries and extra blades round out 
both �ight packages

A NEW ADVENTURE IN EVERY ROOM!

Long story short...

From the Experts:
No corner of your house is off-limits with the Vusion House 
Racer! Zip and �ip through every room, and create instant 
obstacle courses. Use the FPV camera to shoot edge-of-your-
seat footage, and immerse yourself in the action with the LCD 
monitor and goggles. And don’t worry — the Vusion is tough 
enough to take a hit, and come back for more.

Put yourself at the controls of the Vusion 
House Racer, and turn your house upside 
down!

See your world with the monitor and goggles. Stay in control with the 6-channel radio system.

Shoot and transmit FPV with the camera and 
antenna.

HAM license required for 200mW transmitter use within 
the United States. See explore-rise.com for details.

™

™

Protect and power with prop guards, LiPo pack, 
charger and “AA” radio batteries.
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Also available separately

 ❚ Turn any room into a First Person View �ight 
course — instantly!

 ❚ Gates are durable, colorful and easy to 
assemble

 ❚ Get started with the Race Gate System — then 
add more gates for more variety and challenge

 ❚ Fly solo and try to beat your best time, or 
compete against your friends

Arrows Pylon GateRing Gates Pylon Gate Checkered Gate

MAX OUT YOUR FPV RACING FUN

The Race Gate System comes with everything you need for a
complete test of your �ying skills: 
  (2) Ring gates – test your dexterity, and your nerves
  (3) Arrows – to point the way around your course
  (1) Checkered Flag gate – the of�cial starting/�nish line
  (1) Pylon gate – make the sharpest turns to save   
  valuable time
  (2) 3M Command™ strips
  (1) Instructional brochure

3M and Command are registered trademarks of 3M

www.gpdealer.com    ❘   February 2017 5February 2017   ❘   4 Tech Support  217-398-8970 Products for everyone!

RISP0002 RISE Ring Race Gate $6.99

RISP0003 RISE Checkered Flag Race Gate $14.99

RISP0004 RISE Pylon Race Gate with Flag $12.99

RISP0005 RISE Elevated Race Gate   $12.99

RISP0006 RISE Arch Race Gate with Flags $14.99

RISP0007 RISE LED Ring Race Gate  $19.99

RISP0001 RISE House Racer  FPV Race Gate System $39.99
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®

AX90052 AXID9052 - Yeti Jr.™ SCORE® Trophy Truck®

Length: 13” (330mm)
Width: 6.9” (175mm)
Height: 5.0” (128mm)
Wheelbase: 8.1” (206mm)
Ground Clearance: 1.1” (27mm)
Weight: 1.75lbs (0.80kg)

For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

Independent front suspension (IFS)

AR18 soild rear axle with 3-linked rear suspension

Adjustable coilover shocks (7mm diameter)

Of�cially licensed 1.2/1.55 BFGoodrich® BAJA  T/A® KR2 tires

Of�cially licensed 1.2/1.55 Method 105 Replica Wheels

Complete with Duratrax batteries and charger

Tactic TTX200 transmitter 2-channel radio

Water resistant 40T brushed electric motor

Waterproof Tactic RE20 ESC/Receiver combo

With the introduction of the Yeti line back in 2014, the bar was 
set.  Axial introduced a vehicle that featured independent 
front suspension(IFS) with a �oating solid rear axle, some-
thing commonly reserved only for the full size off-road realm.  
This time around, the decision was to make things a wee 
bit smaller, while still providing a high level of performance. 
Enter, The Yeti™Jr. SCORE® Trophy Truck® - RTR. We’ve taken 
all that you’ve come to love and appreciate in the Yeti chassis, 
but shrunk it down to 1/18th scale.  It’s powered by a 380 sized 
brushed motor which provides the perfect amount of torque 
and speed for this tiny Trophy Truck monster. Also featuring 
a bespoke all-in-one programmable Tactic ESC and receiver, 
paired with a 3-wire micro high torque steering servo. At the 
end of the day, the goal was to build a simple, fun, and easy to 
drive Yeti that anyone can handle.  The hardest part about the 
Yeti Jr. SCORE Trophy Truck is making sure you have enough 
battery packs charged in order to keep the adventure alive!

Trophy Truck and SCORE are registered trademarks of SCORE International and used under 
license.

BFGoodrich® Tires and Baja T/A® KR2 Trademarks are used under License from Michelin
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BFGoodrich® Tires and KRAWLER™ T/A®
Trademarks are used under License from Michelin

®

With the introduction of the Yeti line back in 2014, the bar was 
set.  Axial introduced a vehicle that featured independent 
front suspension(IFS) with a �oating solid rear axle, some-
thing commonly reserved only for the full size off-road realm.  
This time around, the decision was to make things a wee bit 
smaller, while still providing a high level of performance. En-
ter, Yeti™Jr. Rock Racer 1/18th Scale Electric 4WD - RTR. We’ve 
taken all that you’ve come to love and appreciate in the Yeti 
chassis, but shrunk it down to 1/18th scale.  It’s powered by a 
380 sized brushed motor which provides the perfect amount 
of torque and speed for this tiny rock racing monster. Also 
featuring a bespoke all-in-one programmable Tactic ESC and 
receiver, paired with a 3-wire micro high torque steering servo. 
At the end of the day, the goal was to build a simple, fun, and 
easy to drive Yeti that anyone can handle.  The hardest part 
about the Yeti Jr. Rock Racer is making sure you have enough 
battery packs charged in order to keep the adventure alive!

AX90054 AXID9054 - Yeti Jr.™ Rock Racer
Length: 11.6” (295mm)
Width: 7.4” (187mm)
Height: 5.4” (138mm)
Wheelbase: 8.1” (206mm)
Ground Clearance: 1.4” (35mm)
Weight: 1.75lbs (0.80kg)

For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

Independent front suspension (IFS)

AR18 soild rear axle with 3-linked rear suspension

Adjustable coilover shocks (7mm diameter)

Of�cially licensed 1.55 BFGoodrich® Krawler™  T/A® tires

Of�cially licensed 1.55 Method 105 Replica Wheels

Complete with Duratrax batteries and charger

Tactic TTX200 transmitter 2-channel radio

Water resistant 40T brushed electric motor

Waterproof Tactic RE20 ESC/Receiver combo
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From the Experts:
When you pair the legendary Flux brushless power system 
with a virtually bulletproof drivetrain, you’ve got a monster 
truck that’s unstoppable! Everywhere you look the Savage 
XL Flux is beefed up to handle its awesome torque as well 
as any terrain or conditions you can imagine. And because 
it’s Ready-To-Run, you can be out terrorizing the competition 
right away.

It’s bigger, it’s faster, it’s stronger...the Savage 
XL Flux is a basher’s dream machine!

Long story short...

®

BRING ON THE BEAST!

 ❚ With its heavy-duty drivetrain and all-metal diffs the Savage XL Flux has more muscle 

than any other 1/8 scale electric monster truck

 ❚ The Flux 2200kV motor and 6S ESC crank out all the power you need for pulling off 

giant stunts and reaching speeds of over 60 mph

 ❚ A longer wheelbase and wider stance provides extra stability

 ❚ Rip through rain, snow, mud and more — all electronics are completely waterproof

 ❚ The aluminum Twin Vertical Plate (TVP) chassis �ghts chassis �ex and distortion

 ❚ Side-mounted battery holders hold a wide range of LiPos, and allow for electronics to 

be centrally located to lower CG and improve handling

 ❚ Big Bore shocks smooth out even the roughest terrain, and they’re adjustable
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❚ With its heavy-duty drivetrain and all-metal diffs the Savage XL Flux has more muscle 

Ready-To-Run 1/8 Scale 4WD Electric Monster Truck

112609 HPID2609 Savage XL Flux 1/8 Scale 
4WD Electric Monster Truck RTR
Length: 23 in (585 mm)
Width: 16.8 in (427 mm)
Height: 10 in (254 mm)
Weight: 14.77 lb (6.7 kg)
Requires: (2) 3S LiPo batteries, compatible 
charger
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THE ULTIMATE KIT FOR DIRT 
AND CLAY COMPETITION

Continuing the winning RC10B44 legacy, 
the RC10B64D Competition Buggy Kit is a 
perfect pick for high-traction action!

Long story short...

Stiff, lightweight 4mm thick 
carbon �ber shock towers

Aluminum/carbon �ber �oating 
servo mount

Center gear differential maximizes 
drive out of the corner

Robust suspension arms with 
multiple shock mounting positions

7075 anodized narrow 
aluminum chassis with 
lightweight side guards

Aluminum �oating motor 
mount for consistent torsional 
chassis �ex

12mm aluminum drive hexes 
both front and rear

Aluminum caster blocks for 
added durability

®

 ❚ Four-wheel drive

 ❚ Easy diff access for quick tuning and maintenance

 ❚ Front and rear anti-roll bars for �at cornering

❚ Adjustable toe-in/camber

 ❚ B6 generation ball cups and turnbuckles for precise  
adjustments

 ❚ Option to mount rear shocks on front or rear   
suspension arms

 ❚ Fully adjustable aluminum front and rear suspension  
arm mounts

 ❚ Full set of Factory Team ball bearings

❚ Comes with a clear buggy body with screw-mounted 
wing by JConcepts

1/10 Scale 4WD Electric Factory
Team Competition Buggy Kit

90015 ASCD0015 RC10B64D 1/10 Scale 4WD Electric Factory 
Team Buggy Kit
Length: *
Width: *
Weight: *
Wheelbase: 11.18 in (284 mm)
Requires: 2-channel radio with 1 high-torque steering servo, 
motor, ESC, 1/10 scale buggy tires and wheels w/ 12mm hex, 
2S 7.4V LiPo shorty battery pack, LiPo-compatible charger, 
pinion gear
 *Actual length, width and weight will vary depending on the electronics used in    

the �nished kit.

THIS KIT IS ALL ABOUT PERFORMANCE!
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Side by side, you can easily see that the 
Speed B2102 is leaner and meaner.

A NEW TAKE ON A LEGENDARY ARF

®

From the Experts:
For years the Ultra Sport has been the epitome of what a 
sport aerobatic airplane should be: quality construction, 
uncompromising performance and contemporary style. This 4th 
iteration incorporates the most up-to-date features, resulting in 
an ARF that will appeal to a wide range of R/C pilots.

The versatility of glow or electric power adds 
a new dimension to the highly popular Ultra 
Sport ARF!

Long story short...
You’ll go low with the Speed B2102, 
while the other are going home.

From the Experts:
Drop the Speed B2102 into your ride, and you’ll hug the 
track and conquer the corners like never before, and without 
sacri�cing cooling performance. It has all of the bene�ts of 
advanced Speed technology, with a bold new design that’s like 
no other power plants out there.

Long story short...
®

LOW PROFILE =
HIGH PERFORMANCE
Speed B2102 1/8 Scale Competition Buggy Engine

 ❚ Unveiled at the 2016 IFMAR 1/8 Off-Road World 
Championships 

 ❚ The shorter cylinder head looks cool, and lowers the 
engine’s CG by an impressive 17 millimeters

 ❚ You’ll see a big boost in your buggy’s handling, which   
can be a real difference-maker on race day 

 ❚ Ceramic bearings let you run cooler with no special 
handling or cleaning — they’re also lighter, create less 
friction and last longer than steel bearings

 ❚ Enjoy up to ten minutes of run time per tank with the 
Speed B2102’s more fuel-ef�cient 22C carburetor

 ❚ O.S. Speed innovations include a tungsten weighted 
crank shaft with diamond-like coating and silicon potting 

 ❚ Also available with a T2090SC muf�er

OSMG2064 Speed B2102 1/8 Scale Competition Buggy Engine
OSMG2065 Speed B2102 1/8 Scale Competition Buggy Engine 
w/T2090SC Muf�er
Displacement: 0.211 cu (3.46 cc)
Bore: 0.646 in (16.40 mm)
Stroke: 0.646 in (16.40 mm)
Practical RPM: 4,000-42,000
Power Output: 2.65 PS/2.61 hp @ 34,000 rpm
Weight: 12.25 oz (347 g)

Ceramic bearings let you run cooler with no special 
handling or cleaning — they’re also lighter, create less 

Enjoy up to ten minutes of run time per tank with the 
Speed B2102’s more fuel-ef�cient 22C carburetor

O.S. Speed innovations include a tungsten weighted 
crank shaft with diamond-like coating and silicon potting 

 ❚ Flies well with glow OR electric power

 ❚ Large hatch for easy access to on-board gear and battery

 ❚ Symmetrical airfoil for a wider aerobatic range

 ❚ Separate aileron servos for more precise control and 
customized mixing

 ❚ High-quality �berglass cowl that complements the plane’s 
balsa and plywood construction

When the mechanical retracts are up the plane 
�ies faster and looks sleeker — when the gear is 
down ground handling is solid and predictable.

GPMA1015 Ultra Sport 46/EP ARF
Wingspan: 55 in (1395 mm)
Wing Area: 564 in2 (36.4 dm2) 
Weight Range: 5.5-6.5 lb (2.4-2.9 kg)     
Wing Loading: 22-26 oz/ft2 (67-79 g/dm2)
Length: 49.5 in (1255 mm)
Requires: 4-6 channel radio with minimum 5 standard 
servos (additional standard servo required for glow power); 
.46-.55 cu. in. 2-stroke or .70 cu. in. 4-stroke glow engine 
OR 42-60-480kV electric motor with 75A ESC; 6S 22.2V 
3600mAh LiPo battery (electric only); 12 x 7 sport prop 
(glow power) or 15 x 8 electric power (electric power)

™

Almost-Ready-to-Fly 46/EP Sport Aerobatic AirplaneAlmost-Ready-to-Fly 46/EP Sport Aerobatic Airplane



A WINNING PEDIGREE

204035 HBSC4035 E817 1/8 Scale 4WD 
Electric Competition Buggy Kit
Length: 19.1 in (486 mm)
Width: 12.2 in (310 mm)
Wheelbase: 12.8 in (325 mm)
Gear Ratio: 4.3:1
Requires: 2-channel radio system with 
1 high-torque steering servo, brushless 
motor, brushless ESC, battery, charger, 
tires, wheels, “AA” batteries

You’ll really appreciate the E817’s well 
thought-out design come race day!

From the Experts:
It’s already won the prestigious 2016 Euros — now let the 
E817 put  YOU on the podium. Bene�tting from the DNA 
of the World Champion D815 V2, this 1/8 electric terror is 
fast, strong and �at-out loaded!

Long story short...

 ❚ Fully adjustable battery mounting system that accepts 4S                                                                                 
brick packs, 2x2” long or “shorty” packs

 ❚ Packs mount directly to the chassis for the lowest CG                                                                                  
possible, and can be positioned to �ne-tune balance for better handling

 ❚ Milled aluminum chassis

 ❚ Four-wheel shaft drive with D815-style drivetrain and 43/10 gearbox ratio optimized for electric power

 ❚ Threaded Big Bore coil-over aluminum oil shocks with front/rear aluminum shock towers

 ❚ Fully adjustable steel turnbuckles and aluminum front/rear hubs

 ❚ Dual clamp aluminum motor mounts

 ❚ Sealed radio box

 ❚ Topped off with a Pro-Line Predator body
    with rear wing – also accepts nitro bodies
    and popular wheels and tires

February 2017   ❘   
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NEWPRODUCT

The R2001SB is an S.Bus powerhouse that’s 
guaranteed to take your FPV �ights to the max!

Long story short...

Hobbico’s Mini Digital Tachometer makes 
checking blade rpm easy, convenient — and safe.

Long story short...

DESIGNED FOR DRONE RACING

AN INVALUABLE DIAGNOSTIC TOOL

R2001SB 2.4GHz S-FHSS S.Bus Receiver

Mini Digital Tachometer

HCAP0400
Mini Digital 
Tachometer

FUTL7619 
R2001SB 
2.4GHz S-FHSS 
S.Bus Receiver

 ❚ Simply aim the Mini Digital Tachometer at 
the blades to get an accurate reading of 
revolutions per minute

 ❚ Works on fans with two blades on up to 9 
blades, and measures rpm up to 99,999

 ❚ Information is displayed on a custom LCD 
with blue backlight for easy viewing in 
low-light conditions

 ❚ Powered by a long-lasting CR2032 
Lithium-Ion battery (included)

 ❚ Takes up very little space in your �eld box 
or on your workbench

 ❚ Futaba’s smallest, lightest full-range     
receiver ever!

 ❚ Link it with one of four Futaba S-FHSS 
radios with multicopter function for 
unparalleled reliability and innovation

 ❚ Weighs only 4 grams

Compatible with these Futaba systems: 

18MZ-WC
18MZ
18SZ
14SG

10J
8J
6J
6K

 
�CLICK HERE FOR GNERAL HOBBY PRODUCTS
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Every inch as awe-inspiring as the originals, 
this scale model Nike-X is the perfect project 
for building family fun!

Long story short...

®

From the Experts:
 Modeled on designs from the original surface to air missiles, 
the Estes Nike-X is a detailed but easy to build. 
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REVELL 1/56 BOMARC MISSILE
Stopping nukes with nukes

Early in the Cold War, when the threat of atom-bomb bearing bombers roaring in was 
very real, the Bomarc was one of the �rst SAMs put into use to protect against a �rst 
strike. Planned massive batteries of these missiles could be emplaced around America’s 
major cities. If hostile bombers were detected, they could be launched, home in, and then 
detonate their own multi-kiloton warhead. In the end, ICBMs made Bomarcs obsolete. 
The few remaining missiles are on static display. Kit features launch rails, service 
platform, crew �gures, instrument panel, and blast shield.

85-1806 RMXS1806 Total Parts: 61 Skill Level: 5 Length: 7.6 in (192mm)

REVELL 1/25 FORD FD-100 PICKUP
Chip’s old big block

The Foose™ Ford FD-100 has an amazing history that will soon span 3 generations. 
Originally, the ‘56 Ford F-100 was owned by Chip’s father, Sam, but at age 13 Chip bought 
it from his father. It became Chip’s daily drive through high school and college. Then, many 
years later, Sam completely rebuilt and customized the FD-100 using Chip’s drawings. 
Soon it will be passed on to Chip’s son, Brock, when he is able to drive. Kit features 
independent front and coil over rear suspension, dual exhausts, solid axles, and molded 
in color parts.

85-4426 RMXS4426 Total Parts: 78 Skill Level: 4 Length: 7.3 in (184 mm) 

REVELL 1/8 GRIM REAPER
Get to the chopper!

The baddest of the bad custom old school choppers is back. Tom Daniel’s righteously 
designed 1974 Grim Reaper still has “the look”, 40 years on. It starts with raked custom 
square-tubular forks with cool dual-square headlights. Then there’s the “cof�n” shaped 
gas tank on the custom frame with his ‘n hers custom stitched seat, sissy bar and “Iron 
Cross” medallion. It’s powered by a classic V-twin motor with down-swept chrome pipes. 
A tight, mean, classic looking Hog. ...Let’s RIDE! Kit features �exible tubing for wiring, 
swing out kick stand, and lots of chrome parts.

85-7541     RMXS7541 Total Parts: 80 Skill Level: 5 Length: 14.8 in (375 mm) 

REVELL GERMANY 1/72 SPITFIRE MK.IIA
Holding the skies

Britain expected to �ght the Second World War on and in the skies over France, just like 
it had fought the �rst one. This was not to be. In July, 1940, Germany launched the Battle 
of Britain–striving to dismantle the British Air Force and force England out of the war. 
The Spit�re Mk.IIa, along with a host of other aircraft, ensured this would not happen. 
Though both sides suffered terrible losses, it was the British who emerged victorious. Kit 
features detailed cockpit, rotating prop, and RAF Battle of Britain decals.

03953 RVLS3953 Total Parts: 52 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.2 in (131mm)
    Wingspan: 6.1 in (155 mm) 

 

Nike-X™
A sure fire win 
Length: 23.4 in (59.4 cm)
Diameter: 1.3 in (34 mm)
Weight: 2.4 oz (68 g)
Max. Altitude: 600 ft (183 m)
Recommended Engines: B6-4 (�rst launch), C6-5
ESTT7259

Requires: launch system, engines, 
starters and recovery wadding

SHOOT IT UP AND
SHOOT ‘EM DOWN!

Skill level two kits are the �rst tier of 
more advanced kits. They feature laser 
cut wood �ns, balsa or plastic nose 
cones, un�nished body tubes, and 
waterslide decals. Requires beginner 
skill in model construction and 
�nishing. Assembly may take a day.

THE NIKE IS VICTORY
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REVELL GERMANY 1/24 MERCEDES AMG GT
Not your average grocery getter

Why does the Mercedes AMG GT only have room for a medium suitcase in the trunk? 
Easy. Because all the space was taken up by the turbocharged 243 cu in V8 engine. That 
beastly engine delivers over 250 horsepower per seat–a total of 503 British Horsepower. 
With that much under the hood, it can hit 60 mph from a dead stop in just under four 
seconds and maintain a top speed of nearly 190 mph. Kit features multi-part body, 
opening hood, left or right hand drive, and lots of plate options.

07028 RVLS7028 Total Parts: 93 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.4 in (189 mm) 

HASEGAWA 1/72 60/54CM MORSER KARL
WITH MUNITIONSPANZER IV
BOOM

With shells weighing nearly 5,000 pounds, �lled with hundreds of pounds of high 
explosive, the “Karl Gerat” (Karl Device) made a signi�cant impact wherever it went. 
Fortunately for the Allies, it wasn’t capable of going many places. Although it could move 
under its own power, its massive size limited it to traveling at six mph and only using    
pre-prepared �ring sites. In total, seven were built along with over a dozen specially 
modi�ed panzers for ammo transport. Kit features four sets of decals.

30041 (Limited Edition) HSGS0041 Total Parts: 317 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 6.2 in (158 mm) 

HASEGAWA® 1/24 KENWOOD KREMER PORSCHE 962C
High-octane competitor

The Porsche 962 was designed to compete from day one. However, some models were 
revamped by private teams to make it even better. Kremer Racing replaced the original’s 
aluminum sheet tub chassis with carbon �ber for added rigidity. Eleven 962Cs were built 
by Kremer Racing. Some were sold to other international teams for use in World Sports 
Prototype Championships. This limited edition kit features one marking option: 1. World 
Sports Prototype Car Championship, 1989, Kremer Racing Team, Car No. 10.

20287 (Limited Edition) HSGS0287 Total Parts: 52 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.8 in (199 mm) 

HASEGAWA 1/200 AIR DO B767-300 BEARDO 
HOKKAIDO JET
One massive mascot

Air Do operates �ve Boeing 767-300. Three of them are the standard model and two are 
modi�ed ER extended range versions. Beardo is a bear-like mascot for the Air Do line that 
sometimes appears on the tails of its aircraft. This limited edition kit features special 
decals for the Beardo Hokkaido Jet.

10820 (Limited Edition) HSGS0820 Total Parts: 39 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 10.7 in (273 mm) Wingspan: 9.5 in (242 mm)

 

REVELL GERMANY 1/72 DC-4 BALAIR
Serving Swiss skies

DC-4 aircraft were actually a rarity, with less than one hundred built. Far more common 
was the military version C-54. These served in WWII and, after the end of hostilities, 
many were sent back into civilian service. Balair–a pilot training group and commercial 
airline purchased two DC-4s in 1959 and used them for charter �ights. Although Balair 
(now Belair) long ago switched to jets, two are still used by an airline based out of 
Johannesburg and many more are in use in Canada by Buffalo Airways. Kit features 
radio compartment with consoles, choice of cargo or passenger door, interior seats, 
rotating props, detailed engines, and two sets of decals.

04947 RVLS4947 Total Parts: 356 Skill Level:  Length: 15.8 in (401mm)
   

REVELL GERMANY 1/300 GERMAN FRIGATE 
CLASS F122
Bremen-class battlers
Frigates, with their light armament and thin or no armor, are some of the smallest and 
lightest ships in the world inventory. For the German Navy, however, the frigate is the 
toughest ship class currently available. These vessels are specialized for anti-submarine 
and anti-aircraft roles necessitated by the Cold War era. After three decades of service, 
the Bremen Class is being phased out in favor of larger, modernized frigates. Add an 
F122 to your Cold War convoy today. Kit features two-piece hull, guided missiles, gun, 
helicopter, and decal sets for eight ships.

05143 RVLS5143 Total Parts: 235  Skill Level: 4 Length: 17.0 in (433 mm)

REVELL GERMANY 1/150 GORCH FOCK
Training tall ship

Sail-powered tall ships are some of the most majestic vessels in the world, and they still 
have a role to �ll. The Gorch Fock is a German training ship which has turned cadets into 
commanders since 1958. In that time, nearly 15,000 cadets have been trained and the 
vessel has taken cruises all around the world. Own your piece of sailing history today! Kit 
features two piece hull, pre-assembled sails, lifeboats, masts with structured yard arms, 
yarn for ropes, display stand, �ag chart, and decals.

05417 RVLS5417 Total Parts: 524 Skill Level: 5  Length: 23 in (584mm) 

REVELL GERMANY 1/96 CUTTY SARK
The fastest of them all

Well after the steamship was invented, the Cutty Sark was still the fastest ship on the 
seas. Her brass-clad hull cleaved the waves as taut sails pulled her at 17 knots. The ship 
hauled thousands of tons of tea every year for her owners. After the tea trade was taken 
over by newer ships, the Sark endured as a training ship and a museum. Now you can 
build the Cutty Sark! Kit features fully detailed two-piece hull, representation of brass 
plating, wood grain detail, authentic sails, rigging thread, metal anchor chain, life boats, 
rigging pulleys, display stand, and full decals.

05422 RVLS5422 Total Parts: 698 Length: 36 in (914 mm) 
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HASEGAWA 1/24 NISSAN BLUEBIRD 1600 SSS
1970 East African Safari Rally Winner

The East African Safari is one of the most dif�cult rally races in the world. Held in Kenya, 
racers face rough roads, unpredictable weather, and long timed hauls. Some people look 
at winning an East African Safari Rally as winning three normal rallies, which makes it 
all the more exemplary that Edgar Herrmann won two rallies back to back in 1970 and 
1971. For 1970, he drove a Nissan Bluebird 1600–one of the most reliable marks of cars 
available. Kit features decals for the number 4 rally racer.

21266 HSGS1266 Total Parts: 101 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.9 in (176 mm) 

HASEGAWA 1/24 DATSUN FAIRLADY 240Z 71 
SAFARI RALLY WINNER
Off-roading at its best

The East African Safari Rally is one of the most dif�cult rally races in the world. Held 
in Kenya, racers face rough roads, unpredictable weather, and long timed hauls. How 
many commutes involve giraffe crossing zones? Edgar Herrmann won the race two years 
running, the second time with a Datsun Fairlady 240Z. This four wheel drive, four cylinder 
powered car had the reliability and performance to go the distance. Kit features decals 
for number 11, the 1971 Safari Rally Winner.

21268 HSGS1268 Total Parts: 118 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.2 in (182 mm) 

HASEGAWA 1/72 AICHI E13A1 TYPE 0 11 & CATAPULT
Ready for recon

Nicknamed “Jake” by the Allies, the Aichi E13A �oatplane made long-range recon a 
reality for the IJN during World War II. E13As were typically launched by catapult, and 
many were used for kamikaze missions during the latter half of the war. Several E13A1 
pilots were from the Kashima Naval Flying Group, which had begun as a �ight training 
group in 1938. This limited edition kit features a separately molded catapult and two 
marking options: 1. IJN Kashima NFG, Kashi-98 and 2. IJN Kashima NFG, Kashi-95.

02219 (Limited Edition) HSGS2219 Total Parts: 93 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 6.3 in (160 mm) Wingspan: 7.9 in (206mm)

HASEGAWA 1/72 F-35A LIGHTNING II JASDF 
FIRST AIRCRAFT
The �ghter of the future, here today

In years to come, aerial warfare will change as more sophisticated weapons emerge. The 
F-35 is intended to counter improvements in detection and engagement systems using 
stealth to improve its survivability in a world swarming with SAM batteries. Today, this 
multirole aircraft is active with the US air Force, the JASDF, and on order with Korea and 
Israel. Kit features decals for the �rst F-35 to be delivered to the JASDF.

02222 (Limited Edition) HSGS2222 Total Parts: 68 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 8.6 in (217.5 mm) Wingspan: 5.8 in (148 mm)

HASEGAWA 1/72 F/A-18F ADVANCED SUPER HORNET
True 21st century sophistication

First �own in 2013, the F/A-18F Advanced Super Hornet prototype is packed with 
innovations that made it a success with the US Navy. Initial �ight tests proved successful, 
thanks in part to “Enhanced Performance Engines” that boosted output from 22,000 
pounds to 26,400 pounds per power plant. Conformal fuel tanks increased the aircraft’s 
combat range by 260 nautical miles while adding 3,500 pounds (1,600 kg) of fuel per �ll-
up. This limited edition kit features new resin parts and one marking option: 1. US Navy 
Advanced Super Hornet Demonstrator, Code: 168492.

02223 (Limited Edition) HSGS2223 Total Parts: 124 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 10 in (255 mm)

HASEGAWA 1/72 KAWASAKAI T4 ASHIYA SPECIAL 
2016 2 KITS
Train and �ght
Ashiya Air Base was taken over by the US after WWII, used throughout the Korean War, 
then handed back to Japan in the sixties. Today, the shorter runway at Ashiya is used to 
�y off training missions for the JASDF. Their Kawasaki T4 trainers are some of the most 
agile small jet aircraft available. The type was originally introduced in 1988 and just over 
two hundred were built. This limited edition kit combo features two aircraft with special 
decals for Ashiya Air Base.

02224 (Limited Edition) HSGS2224 (2 Kits) Total Parts: 66 x 2 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.1 in (181 mm)

HASEGAWA 1/32 SHIDENKAI NO MAKI 
KAWASAKI KI-61 TYPE 3 “TONY”
Manga-inspired, mission-ready
Manga and anime enthusiasts all over the world are familiar with writer Takeshi Nogami’s 
crazy creations. His craziest one yet is “Shindenkai No Maki,” which features high school 
girls piloting World War II’s most famous aircraft – including the Kawasaki Ki-61 – in 
dog�ghts to the death. Whether you’re a manga fan or a warbird buff, this unique kit 
has something for everyone. This limited edition kit features a design based on Takeshi 
Nogami’s “Shindenkai No Maki,” with new resin parts for two pilot �gures, plus markings 
for pilot student Kei Kogarashi.
64746 (Limited Edition) HSGS4746 Total Parts: 101 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 10.8 in (274 mm) Wingspan: 9.21 in (234 mm)

HASEGAWA 1/48 F-15J EAGLE 204SQ SUPER DETAIL
Eagles from Naha

When it took its �rst �ight in July, 1972, there was little doubt that the F-15 Eagle would 
be an all-out success. But after 40 years in the air it remains one of the world’s most 
successful �ghters with over 100 victories. The “J” variant of the F-15 is an export model 
purpose-designed for Japan. It has been upgraded several times over this service life and 
continues to be one of the �nest aircraft in the JASDF inventory. This limited edition kit 
features metal and photoetched parts plus an emblem of 204SQ and full decals.

51043 (Limited Edition) HSGS5143  Skill Level: 3  Length: 16 in (406 mm)
Wingspan: 10.7 in (272 mm)
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HASEGAWA EGGPLANE F-15C EAGLE ACE 
COMBAT GALM 1
Fight through the war in the Belkans
Will you be a mercenary, a soldier, or a knight? As the mysterious “Cipher” from Ace 
Combat Zero, you get to choose. When Namco brought out Ace Combat Zero: The Belkan 
War, it was one of the best �ghting �ight simulators out there. It featured actual moral 
choices, a solid plot, and an intricate �ying/�ghting system. In it you can �y many aircraft 
including the F-15C–one of the most successful of all modern �ghter aircraft. Kit features 
decal for Ustio Air Force 6th Air Division 66th Air Force Unit Pilot: Cipher GALM1: 032 
from “Ace Combat Zero the Belkan War”.

52153 (Limited Edition) HSGS5253 Total Parts: 21 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 3.9 in (100 mm)

HASEGAWA EGGPLANE F-15C EAGLE ACE 
COMBAT GALM 2
In a war without end
Ace Combat Zero: The Belkan War was one of the best �ghting �ight simulators out 
there and it featured actual moral choices. “Pixy” the wingman for most of the game 
�nally defects when the war becomes too brutal. With a solid plot and an intricate �ying/
�ghting system, it’s no wonder Ace Combat is such a popular franchise. In it you can �y 
many aircraft including the highly successful F-15C. Kit features decal for Ustio Air Force 
6th Air Division 66th Air Force Unit Pilot: Pixy GALM2: 011 from “Ace Combat Zero the 
Belkan War”.

52154 (Limited Edition) HSGS5254 Total Parts: 21 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 3.9 in (100 mm)

ITALERI 1/72 F-4 C/D/J PHANTOM II USAF/NAVY 
VIETNAM ACES
Collecting kills

“Aces” are any aircrew who destroy �ve or more enemy aircraft in air to air combat. Air 
combats over Vietnam were comparatively limited and produced only �ve aces. Three of 
them:  Richard Stephen ”Steve” Ritchie, Jeffrey Feinstein, and Randy Cunningham are 
named pilots in the decal sets for this kit. Charles DeBellevue and William Driscoll �ew 
as weapons of�cers with Richard Ritchie and Randy Cunningham and are also credited as 
aces. The last decal is for Robin Olds–a maverick ace pilot and commander who �ew in 
WWII and Vietnam. Kit features four sets of decals.

1373S ITAS1373 Total Parts:  Skill Level: 3 Length: 10.5 in (267 mm)

ITALERI 1/72 SEPECAT JAGUAR A “GULF WAR”
Calamitous cat

The Jaguar is one of the most famous and long serving ground attack and close air support 
aircraft used by British Royal Air Force and French Armée de l’Air. After the Iraqi invasion 
of Kuwait, the French Government joined to the International Coalition and launched 
operation ”Daguet” in the �rst Gulf War. The Armée de l’Air Jaguars successfully close 
support and strike missions against ground targets, command centers, and communication 
lines with laser-guided munitions. Kit features four sets of decals.

1386S ITAS1386 Total Parts:  Skill Level: 2 Length: 9.3 in (236 mm)
    

ITALERI 1/48 MACCHI MC.205 VELTRO
Bee�ng up the bullets

The Folgore helped eliminate the Italian Air Forces shortcomings, but the Italians knew 
they were still not packing enough. Their solution was to equip a redesigned C.202 
airframe with a powerful new DB 605 engine, two 50cal machine guns and two 20mm 
cannons. With that much muscle behind it, the Veltro was considered by its designers to 
be a match for the P-51 Mustang. Unfortunately for the Italians, they simply couldn’t get 
enough Veltros in the air. Only 262 were produced. Kit features six sets of decals from 
before and after the armistice.

2765S ITAS2765 Skill Level: 2 Length: 7.2 in (182 mm)
    

ITALERI 1/24 MERCEDES BENZ ACTROS MP4 
GIGASPACE
Made for the long haul

In many ways, the Mercedes Benz Actros is just like every other semi on the road. It’s a 
dedicated heavy hauler, durable, powerful, and straightforward. Still, some things put it 
in a class all its own. The unique aspects start with the “Telligent Gearbox”. This specially 
designed gearbox uses sensors to automatically choose the best gear for the truck to be in 
and either automatically select that gear or give you a gear recommendation. This makes 
it easier for novice drivers to select gears and puts less wear on the gearbox. Kit features 
special “GigaSpace” version with tons of interior space.

3905S ITAS3905 Skill Level: 5 Length: 10 in (255 mm)

ITALERI 1/56 M18 HELLCAT TANK DESTROYER 
WITH TWO DRIVERS
Locked and loaded

The open-topped and extremely fast M18 Hellcat was designed to stop rampaging 
armored spearheads cold. Its exceptionally thin armor (roughly one inch), open-topped 
turret, and radial aircraft engine helped it attain a top speed of 50mph on road. Once in 
combat, it needed every ounce of that speed. Its 76mm gun was only marginally effective 
against the front armor of the Panther, so savvy commanders knew they had to get around 
for a side or rear shot. Kit features an easy to assemble Hellcat with three sets of decals.

15762 ITAS5762 Skill Level: 1 

ITALERI 1/72 WWII BATTLE SET: 1940 BATTLE OF ARRAS
Critical counterattack

France was in shambles. Belgium was reeling. The Dutch had surrendered. British 
Expeditionary Forces had barely made it off the boats. Everywhere, German divisions 
advanced unchecked. In a bold counterattack, British forces massed their Matilda I and II 
tanks and hurled them at the �anks of one of the advancing spearheads. Only desperate 
action by Rommel and unconventional use of Flak 88s prevented three German divisions 
from being cut off from reinforcements. Set features 50 German infantry, 42 British 
infantry, two Matilda II tanks with crew, an Sd.Kfz.250 with crew, and a Flak 88 with crew 
plus two MDF houses!

6118 ITAS6118 Skill Level: 2 
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ITALERI 1/35 LAND ROVER 109 “GUARDIA CIVIL”
Go anywhere with the Guardia and Land Rover

To protect the citizens of Spain, the Guardia Civil (or Civil Guard) has to be able to traverse 
even the most remote regions of Spain quickly. For that task, the Land Rover 109 is pivotal. 
Sure, a helicopter could get there faster and easier, but there’s only so many helicopters 
to go around. With its powerful four wheel drive and reliable engine, the Land Rover 
could go where most others wouldn’t dare–just like the guard. Kit features three sets of 
“Guardia Civil” decals.

6542S ITAS6542 Length: 4.9 in (125 mm)

Academy 1/35 US Army M36/M36B2 Battle of the Bulge
90mm of metal
As German tanks got larger and more heavily armed, the US Army faced an ever-growing 
shortage of armored vehicles that could face German tanks on an even footing. The open-
topped M36 with its 90mm gun was one of the few American tank destroyers that could 
confront the Panther and Tiger head on. In the Battle of the Bulge, with German forces 
surging forward, commanders desperately needed the �repower of the M36. The M36 
warmed up the snowy, bitter cold with burning cordite and hot lead. Kit features six sets 
of decals for WWII and Korean War units.

13501 ACYS3501 Skill Level: 4 Length: 8.5 in (215 mm)

Atlantis Models I Want to Believe Photo 494 5’ UFO
Hoax or history?
Whether you believe, don’t believe, or “want to believe” this �ve inch UFO kit with famous 
photo background poster is a great addition to your collection. This kit is easy to construct 
with Twist-Tite assembly and low parts count and its display stand will �t all the saucers 
in the series. Make contact with awesome with this Atlantis Models kit! Kit features 
two-piece saucer with 4-piece stand, blinking LED light, and poster-like backdrop.

AMC-1008 AANS1008 

Atlantis Models Vic Torrey and his Flying Saucer 5”
It’s Vic Torrey for victory
Take off on a high-�ying �fties comic adventure of epic proportions! With Vic Torrey’s 
�ying saucer, you can celebrate the golden age of comics and your love of all things 
extra-terrestrial at the same time! Kit features a �ve inch �ying saucer model based on 
the Vic Torrey comic.

AMC-1009 AANS1009 

AMT 1/25 1957 Ford Hardtop
Field a faster Ford!
Another fan favorite is back and ready to burn rubber! AMT has worked hard to bring you 
the 1957 Ford Hardtop in an irresistible, value-packed kit. It’s packed with features and 
ready to take to the workbench! Kit features retooled and original parts, pad-printed 
whitewall tires, pre-lettered drag slicks, expanded Flashback decal set, opening doors, 
and irresistible Retro Deluxe – Flashback packaging.

AMT1010/12 AMTS1010 Skill Level: 2 

AMT 1/25 Coca Cola 1923 Ford Model T Delivery
Special delivery!
The classic Model T was a revolution in the auto industry. It was mass produced and 
made to move all of America. This very special release features the classic Ford Model T 
with incredible Coca-Cola Re graphics. It’s perfect for centering that classically nostalgic 
20s or 30s scene parked in front of the local soda fountain. Kit features body molded in 
Coca-Cola Re, vintage 4-cylinder engine, narrow vinyl tires, large decal sheet with vintage 
graphics and logos, incredible antique style illustrated package, and bonus cardboard 
display.
AMT1024/12 AMTS1024 Skill Level: 2 

Bandai Gundam Super Saiyan 4 Son Vegeta Dragon Ball GT
Power up!
Long awaited by Dragon Ball fans, the ultimate Super Saiyan 4 warriors have exploded 
onto the scene! Recreate impressive scenes from the TV anime opening sequence! The 
incredible dynamics of this kit allow the warrior to recreate the infamous fusion pose. 
The elbow joints feature a drawer-type structure and the waist parts are structured to 
enable the upper body to move both left and right. Set includes Final Shine Attack effect 
(charge) x1, Final Shine Attack effect (release) x1, effect stand, replacement face part 
(angry), replacement open hand wrist part (left and right), and replacement fusion wrist 
part (left and right).

214498 BANS1498 Total Parts: 7 Runners Skill Level:  

Bandai Gundam 1/144 GM Ground Type MS GUN 
08th MS Tm HGUC
The best ground MS around
The long awaited GM Ground Type is available for the �rst time in the HGUC line-up! 
Relive the excitement of the 08th MS Team ground battle! Equipped with a beam saber, 
net gun, rocket launcher, and more, this kit comes with a wide range of weaponry! Kit 
features machine gun, rocket launcher, net gun, short shield, two beam sabers, clenched 
hang (left and right), and open hand (left) plus stickers and full instructions.

212182 BANS2182 Total Parts: 7 Runners  

Bandai Gundam 1/100 GM Sniper II Gundam 0080 Bandai MG
One shot, one kill

The GM Sniper II, the Scarlet Team’s elite mobile suit, has now launched in the MG lineup! 
Waist mobility and a wider range of movement in the shoulder allows the model kit ease 
of movement. The sensor part has been recreated using clear parts and the visor can also 
be opened or closed. New designs have been used to create the Mobile Suit’s weapons 
and accessories. Kit features sniper ri�e, bullpup machine gun, shield, two beam sabers, 
three machine gun magazines, gun-wielding right hand, clenched left and right hands and 
hands for weapons, open left and right hands, pilot �gurine, stickers, and full instructions.

212185 BANS2185 Total Parts: 16 Runners  
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Bandai Gundam No 08 Hawk Ultraman Bandai 
Mecha Collection
Own Ultraman’s Ultra Hawk!
The Ultra Hawk 002, the monumental special effects Mecha, has �nally launched in the 
Mecha Collection series! The classy silhouette and distinctive rear nozzle of the Ultra 
Hawk 002 has been recreated based on actual prop data. Despite its small size, the model 
realistically recreates the Ultra Hawk’s distinctive shape! It is possible to display the Ultra 
Hawk in two types of display. The markings on the craft can also be recreated using the 
included water-transfer decals. Kit features decals, instructions, and display stand.
212198 BANS2198 Total Parts: 3 Runners 

Bandai Gundam Hoshino Fumina Figure-Rise Bust Gundam
The “Fighters” �nest
From the popular “Gundam Build Fighters Try” series comes this high quality bust of 
Fumina, one of its lead heroines. Fumina was sculpted by professional modelers and then 
produced in injection plastic form, allowing construction that can recreate even the most 
minute details such as the eye pupils. The jacket can even be removed! Kit features foil 
stickers.

212970 BANS2970 Total Parts: 5 Runners  

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Guncannon Mobility GUN 
The Origin HG
Testing 1,2,3
Create one of two types of Mobile Suits–the Mobility Test Type or Firepower Test Type! A 
variety of weapons are included. A wide range of movement makes this model kit capable 
of assuming a wide variety of poses. Kit features MS machine gun, ri�e, normal hands, 
gun wielding hand, mobility test type head and right forearm, mobility test type shoulder 
mounted gatling guns, �repower test type head and forearm, �repower test type shoulder 
mounted heavy caliber cannons, marking stickers, full instructions, and display stand.
212187 BANS2187 Total Parts: 9 Runners 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Lunagazer GUN Build Fighters A-R
Lady Kawaguchi’s Lunagazer
Lady Kawaguchi’s beloved mobile suit, which appears in the side story “Gundam Build 
Fighters A-R”, is now available as an elegant model kit! Incorporating the designs of both 
the Hyakushiki and Stargazer, the Lunagazer Gundam has been stylishly recreated with a 
distinctive design. The gold lines that appear when the Voiture Lumiere system is engaged 
are recreated using hologram stickers. The newly molded, movable Binders can be deployed 
to form the ring-shape used when engaging the Voiture Lumiere system. Kit features a 
special ri�e exclusively designed for the Lunagazer plus stickers and instructions.

214477 BANS4477 Total Parts: 13 Runners  

Bandai Gundam BB402 Gundam Barbatos Lupus 
DX GUN IBO SD
Tekkadan’s toughest
A new force for the Tekkadan is here! The Gundam Barbatos Lupus has now launched 
with a rich variety of weapons as a BB Senshi! You can freely combine the armor and 
mecha to create a variety of styles! Kit features an arm cannon, arm rocket launcher, 
sword mace, twin mace, mobile worker, battleship, sticker, and full instructions.

214485 BANS4485 Total Parts: 4 Runners 

Bandai Gundam Super Saiyan 4 Son Goku Drgn Ball GT Fig
Kamehameha!
Long awaited by Dragon Ball fans, the ultimate Super Saiyan 4 warriors have exploded 
onto the scene! The incredible dynamics of this kit allow the warrior to recreate the 
infamous fusion pose in a natural manner. The elbow joints feature a drawer-type structure 
and the waist parts are structured to enable the upper body to move signi�cantly. Kit 
features Kamehameha charge effect, Kamehameha release effect, effect stand, angry 
replacement face, replacement open hand wrists, and replacement fusion wrists plus 
sticker and instructions.

214497 BANS4497 Total Parts: 7 Runners 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Rouei Gundam IBO Bandai HG
Ready for the �ght!
The Turbines Rouei is now available as a model kit! Piloted by the popular characters 
Lafter and Azee , Rouei worked together with the Tekkadan team! Kit features heavy 
club, handgun, foil sticker, and full instructions.

215413 BANS5413 Total Parts: 6 Runners 

Moebius 1/10 Frazetta Death Dealer
Offer your soul
Run. Run for your lives. Flee to the hills, ford the rivers, and dig your holes deep – for 
death has come for you. Even now he stalks behind you, an implacable foe on a coal black 
steed. His dripping axe waits to take breath from lungs and head from shoulders. Run now 
and you buy yourself a few more moments. Run – for death is close behind you.

961 MOES0961 Total Parts: 46 Skill Level: 3 

Moebius 1/32 BSG Raptor
Every mission is for man
The Colonial Raptor is a supreme �ghting platform. It is an electronic warfare craft, an 
assault transport, it totes a powerful array of missiles, and it’s capable of faster than light 
jumps. For the wide variety of missions the characters of Battlestar Galactica have to 
face, the Raptor is the best aircraft left. It doesn’t get much cooler than this! Kit features 
full interior. Get the Armament Set (MOES0968) and upgrade your base Raptor to a full, 
missile-toting gunship!

962 MOES0962 Total Parts: 97 Skill Level: 3 Length: 12 in (305 mm)

MPC 1/25 Tom Mongoose McEwen 1972 Rear Engine Dragster
Ready to take on the Snake
Their rides and their rivalry were legendary. Tom “Mongoose” McEwen and Don “The 
Snake” Prudhomme lit up the seventies with a drag racing vendetta as ferocious as it 
was, ultimately, friendly. Now you can own Tom McEwen’s 1972 rear engine rail dragster 
in a beautifully detailed 1/25 scale kit! Plus, don’t miss out on picking up the snake 
(MPCS0844)! Kit features new side wing air de�ectors, primary wing strut supports, 
injector hat, spoked wheels, all-new decal sheet, pad printed drag slicks, and classically 
styled MPC drag kit packaging.

MPC855/12 MPCS0855 Skill Level: 2 
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BrainStorm Kites 3D Cellular Kites
A new dimension in �ight! 

 ❚ A new dimension in �ight! 

 ❚ Both feature tough rip-stop fabric construction

 ❚ Both include a �ight handle, �ight line, sky-tails and a quick-clip

 ❚ Spinbox height: 36 in (914 mm); Tristar height: 49 in (1245 mm)

 ❚ Wind rated: 7-18 mph (11.3-29 km/h)

BrainStorm Kites Supersized USA Kites
Fly for freedom!
 ❚ Both offer durable rip-stop nylon construction

 ❚ Both include �ight handle, �ight line, sky-tails and a quick-clip

 ❚ Eagle width: 70 in (1778 mm); Flag width: 50 in (1270 mm)

 ❚ Wind rated: 7-18 mph (11.3-29 km/h)
72109 BNSF2109 Eagle

82075
BNSF2075
Spinbox

82079
BNSF2079
Tristar

72110 BNSF2110 Flag

BrainStorm WindNSun™ Kites 
Get ready for high-�ying fun!
 ❚ All include SkyTails®, a �ight line and handle

 ❚ All feature a wind speed of 7-18 mph (11.2-29 km/h)

70501 BNSF0501 WNS 32” Butter�y Karner Blue
71201 BNSF1201 FlightZone™ 53” Attack Copter
71202 BNSF1202  FlightZone 32” Mustang
71203 BNSF1203 FlightZone 50” Red Baron
71204 BNSF1204 FlightZone 52” Space Shuttle Endeavour
71205 BNSF1205 FlightZone 30” Astronaut
71206 BNSF1206 FlightZone 52” Space Shuttle Atlantis
71251 BNSF1251 WindForce™ 40” Blue Angels
71252 BNSF1252 WindForce 40” F-35 Lightning II
71253 BNSF1253 WindForce 45” Corsair
71254 BNSF1254 WindForce 45” Thunderbolt
71255 BNSF1255  WindForce 44” Stealth

BrainStorm Kites MicroKite™ Star Wars™ Kites
Compact kites for sci-� fans!

 ❚ Easy to assemble, and super-stable!

 ❚ SkyTails®, handle and line included

 ❚ Width (all): 4 in (102 mm) 

 ❚ Wind range: 4-10 mph (6.4-16 km/h); Ages 5+

WindForce 44” Stealth

72112 BNSF2112 
R2-D2™

72111 BNSF2111 
Millennium Falcon™

72113 BNSF2113 
X-wing Fighter™

MPC 1/25 Ice Cream Truck George Barris
Commemorative Edition
Tricked out treat delivery!
What could possibly be sweeter than an ice cream truck that’s also a hot rod? When it’s 
George Barris’s Ice Cream Truck, nothing! This wild show rod serves up the ultimate in 
sweetness with intricate detail and authentic awesome you won’t �nd anywhere else. 
Whether your handing out cool treats or blasting through competitive heats, this is the 
truck for you! Kit features pad printed Firestone tires, special, commemorative George 
Barris edition packaging, and authentic decals.
MPC857/12 MPCS0857 Skill Level: 2 

Trumpeter 1/35 Soviet MT-LB 6MB Multi-Purpose 
Tracked Vehicle
Fielded through the fallout
In the event of a full-scale nuclear exchange between the Eastern and Western powers, 
the MT was designed to be able to operate in irradiated zones thanks to its NBC (Nuclear, 
Biological, Chemical) protection system. It could bypass downed bridges with amphibious 
capability. Its broad tracks give low ground pressure–perfect for driving through drifting 
fallout ash. Later variants were even equipped with a remotely-operated 30mm autocannon 
for dealing with pesky holdouts. Kit features a MT armored vehicle with added turret.

05580 TSMS5580 Total Parts: 1100+ Length: 7.1 in (180.5 mm)

Trumpeter 1/72 German E100 Super Heavy Tank
Super heavy striker
At over 150 tons in planned weight and slated to be equipped with a 150mm gun, the 
E100 was far larger than any tank produced during WWII. Its chassis was equipped with 
up to 200mm of slightly slanted armor–a truly outrageous amount. A partial prototype 
was captured at the end of the war, but no full E100s were ever built. Had they been 
�elded, their �repower would have reduced any Allied tank to scrap–assuming Allied 
planes didn’t take out the E100s �rst. Kit features �nely detailed parts and full decals.

07121 TSMS7121 Total Parts: 40+ Length: 6.3 in (159 mm)
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Gayla 40” Jet Kites
Ride the wind in a cool jet!
 ❚ Solid ripstop Nylon construction

 ❚ Included �ight line and winder

 ❚ All span 40 in (1016 mm)!

 ❚ Patrol the sky in light winds

 ❚ All feature rip-stop nylon construction and a sturdy �berglass 
frame

 ❚ Tiger dimensions: 36 in x 34 in (914 mm x 864 mm); Panda 
dimensions: 34 in x 31 in (864 mm x 787 mm); Elephant 
dimensions: 35 in x 34 in (889 mm x 864 mm)

 ❚ Note: Clown Fish and Fox dimensions TBD

Skydog Kites Critter Kites
Kid-friendly classics!

10089
SKKF0089 
Elephant

Skydog Kites Best Fliers
Easy to build and built to last!

 ❚ All assemble quickly for instant aerial adventure 

 ❚ All feature strong rip-stop nylon construction and a tough 
�berglass frame

 ❚ Dragon dimensions: 33 in x 76 in (838 mm x 1,930 mm);Racing 
Plane dimensions: 48 in x 84 in (1,219 mm x 2,134 mm); Tie Dye 
dimensions: 72 in x 108 in (1,829 mm x 2,743 mm)

11108 
SKKF1108 
Dragon

10072 SKKF0072 Clown Fish

10083 
SKKF0083 
Tiger

10084 
SKKF0084 
Panda

10091 SKKF0091 Fox

11139 
SKKF1139 
Racing Plane

11142 
SKKF1142 
Tie Dye

BrainStorm® Oversized Serpent Kite
Super-long tail, super-awesome size!

 ❚ Tough rip-stop nylon construction

 ❚ Handle, line and a quick-clip included

 ❚ Wind Rated: 7-18 mph (11.3-29 km/h); Length: 305 in (7747 mm); 
Ages 8+

BrainStorm WNS Wiggle Kites
Shake up the skies!

 ❚ Cow measures 36 in (914 mm); Octopus measures 33 in (838 mm); 
T-Rex measures 28 in (711 mm); Skull measures 33.75 in (857 mm)

72221
BNSF2221
Super Sized Serpent

72324 BNSF2324 
Skull

1339 GALF1339 
Stealth Fighter

72324 BNSF2324

Gayla 42” Plastic Delta Kites
Delightful deltas! 

Gayla 50” Nylon Luau Kite
ALOHA! 

 ❚ Both feature vivid and strong plastic construction

 ❚ Both include a �ight line and winder

 ❚ Illusions height: 42 in (1067 mm); Emoj height: 42 in (1067 mm)

 ❚ Perfect for mild spring days

 ❚ Solid ripstop Nylon construction

 ❚ Included �ight line and winder

 ❚ Spans 50 in (1270 mm)!

 ❚ Get that island feel at home in light breezes
1336 GALF1336 Luau

525 GALF0525 Illusions
526 GALF0526 Emoji

72321 BNSF2321 
Cow

72322 BNSF2322 
Octopus

72323 BNSF2323 
T-Rex

1335 
GALF1335  
Blue Angels

1337 GALF1337 
Thunderbirds
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Skydog Kites 7’ Tie-Dye Delta Kite
Fit for far-out �ight!

Skydog Kites Diamond Kites
Kites that are everyone’s best friend!

Skydog Kites Sport Kites
Kites for cruising and cool stunts! 

Skydog Kites Clown Fish Windsock
Aquatic life goes airborne!

Skydog Kites Baby Box Kite
A colorful, carefree current catcher!

 ❚ Durable rip-stop nylon sail and �berglass frame

 ❚ Dimensions: 84 in x 42 in (2,134 mm x 1,067 mm)

 ❚ All feature a rip-stop nylon sail and a tough �berglass frame

 ❚ Tiger dimensions: 26 in x 21 in (660 mm x 533 mm); Sea Turtle 
dimensions: 40 in x 33 in (1,016 mm x 838 mm)

 ❚ Entry-level Little Wing Coo features a tough �berglass frame 
 ❚ Dream On “team kite” features a high-tech carbon frame for 

advanced tricks 
 ❚ Both feature Dyneema �ight lines, wrist straps and a carrying case
 ❚ Wind range: 4-20 mph (6.4-32.2 km/h)
 ❚ Little Wing Cool wingspan: 59.5 in (1,511 mm); Dream On 

wingspan: 87 in (2,210 mm)

 ❚ Durable nylon construction; includes a swivel clip for easy 
hanging

 ❚ Measures 36 in (914 mm)

 ❚ Durable �berglass frame and rip-stop nylon construction

 ❚ Dimensions: 24 in x 20 in (610 mm x 508 mm)

11175 SKKF1175

12210 SKKF2210
26” Tiger Diamond

20416 SKKF2416
Little Wing Cool

42715 
SKKF2715
Clown Fish

14307
SKKF4307
Baby Box

Skydog Kites Parafoil Kites
Colorfully cool, perfectly portable!

 ❚ Single-line Flame Para-7.5 kite features rip-stop nylon 
construction and a long streamer tail

 ❚ Dual-line Para-Stunter kites feature rip-stop nylon sails, �ight bar, 
�ight lines, a safety leash and a carrying case

 ❚ Flame Para-7.5 dimensions: 36 in x 28 in (914 mm x 711 mm)

 ❚ Para-Stunter 2.0* dimensions: 76.5 in x 30.5 in (1,943 mm x 775 mm)

 ❚ Para-Stunter 2.7 dimensions: 98 in x 38 in (2,490 mm x 965 mm)

 ❚ Ultra-light Mega G+ offers a low center-of-gravity for smooth 
cornering

 ❚ Compatible with the AFX Tri-Power Pack

 ❚ Features an extra-long tapered guide pin and Neodymium 
magnets

 ❚ Narrow, low-CG Mega G+ chassis improves cornering

 ❚ Use with the AFX Tri-Power Pack for best results

 ❚ Neodymium magnets stay glued to the track

 ❚ Extra-long tapered guide pin helps the car stay in the slot longer

 ❚ Plantable seed stones

 ❚ Grow beautiful �owers for your fairies

 ❚ Six seed stones included

 ❚ Grow fun and fantasy!

AFX® 1/64 Mega G+ ’70 Camaro Z28s 
Primed for performance

AFX® 1/64 Mega G+ Mustang Boss 429 (Orange) 
A competitive, collectible classic.

DuneCraft Fairy Mixture Seed Stones
Believe and grow

22550 
SKKF2550 
Para-Stunter 2.0

21049 
AFXW1049 
Silver

21050 AFXW1050

0187 DUNX0187

12236 SKKF2236
40” Sea Turtle 
Diamond

20440 
SKKF2440
Dream On

21048 
AFXW1048 
Yellow

22527 
SKKF2527 
Para-Stunter 2.7

13281 
SKKF3281 
Flame Para-7.5
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